Theoretical isotropic hyperfine coupling constants of third-row nuclei (29Si, 31P, and 33S).
In a previous paper (Hermosilla, L.; Calle, P.; Garcia de la Vega, J. M.; Sieiro, C. J. Phys. Chem. A 2005, 109, 1114), an adequate computational protocol for the calculation of isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (hfcc's) was proposed. The main conclusion concerns the reliability of the scheme B3LYP/TZVP//B3LYP/6-31G* in the predictions of hfcc's with low computational cost. In the present study, we gain insight into the behavior of the above functional/basis set scheme on nuclei of the third row, for which few systematic studies have been carried out up to the present date. The systems studied are neutral, cationic, anionic, localized, and conjugated radicals, containing (29)Si, (31)P, and (33)S nuclei. After carrying out a regression analysis, we conclude that density functional theory (DFT) predictions on the hfcc's of the third-row nuclei are reliable for B3LYP/TZVP by using an optimized geometry with B3LYP/6-31G* combination. By comparison with other much more computationally demanding schemes, namely, B3LYP/cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/cc-pVQZ, we conclude that the B3LYP functional in conjunction with the TZVP basis set is the most useful computational protocol for the assignment of experimental hfcc's, not only for nuclei of first and second rows, but also for those of the third row.